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BCS-BEC crossover. Universality of the uBCS-BEC crossover. Universality of the unitary regimenitary regime. . 

Physical realization of the unitary regime: ultra cold atomic Physical realization of the unitary regime: ultra cold atomic 
gases.  gases.  

Equation of state for the uniform Fermi gas in the unitary Equation of state for the uniform Fermi gas in the unitary 
regime. Critical temperature.  Experiment vs. Theory. regime. Critical temperature.  Experiment vs. Theory. 

Unitary Fermi gas as a high-Tc superconductor: pseudogap Unitary Fermi gas as a high-Tc superconductor: pseudogap 
phase phase 

Nonequilibrium phenomena: generation and dynamics of Nonequilibrium phenomena: generation and dynamics of 
superfluid vortices.superfluid vortices.



  

SScattering at low energiescattering at low energies
(s-wave scattering)(s-wave scattering)
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A gas of interacting fermions is in the unitary regime if the average 
separation between particles is large compared to their size (range of 
interaction), but small compared to their scattering length.  
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NONPERTURBATIVENONPERTURBATIVE
  REGIMEREGIME

System is dilute but System is dilute but 
strongly interacting!strongly interacting!

What is a unitary gas?



  

Thermodynamics of the unitary Fermi gasThermodynamics of the unitary Fermi gas



  

1/a

T

a<0
 no 2-body bound state

 a>0  
shallow 2-body bound state

Expected phases of a two species dilute Fermi system Expected phases of a two species dilute Fermi system 
                                                  BCS-BEC crossoverBCS-BEC crossover

BCS SuperfluidBCS Superfluid 

    
Molecular BEC andMolecular BEC and
Atomic+Molecular Atomic+Molecular 
SuperfluidsSuperfluids

weak interactionsweak interactions

Strong interactionStrong interaction
UNITARY REGIMEUNITARY REGIME
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What are the ground state properties of the many-body system 
composed of spin ½ fermions interacting via a zero-range, infinite 
scattering-length contact interaction. 

In 1999 it was not yet clear, either theoretically or experimentally, 
whether such fermion matter is stable or not! A number of people argued that
under such conditions Fermionic matter is unstable.
    -  systems of bosons are unstable 
    -  systems of  three or more fermion species are unstable 
• Baker (LANL, winner of the MBX challenge) concluded that the system is stable. See 
also Heiselberg (entry to the same competition)
• Carlson et al (2003) Fixed-Node Green Function Monte Carlo
   and Astrakharchik et al (2004) FN-DMC provided the best theoretical 
   estimates for the ground state energy of such systems.
  Carlson et al (2003) have also shown that the system has a huge pairing gap !

• Thomas’ Duke group (2002) demonstrated experimentally that such systems
   are (meta)stable.  

Why? Besides pure theoretical curiosity, this problem is relevant to neutron stars! 
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One fermionic atom in magnetic fieldOne fermionic atom in magnetic field

 FF m
 ;   F I J J L S= + = +

    

Nuclear spin      Electronic spin

Collision of two atoms:Collision of two atoms: At low energies (low density of atoms) only L=0 
(s-wave) scattering is effective.

Two hypefine states are Two hypefine states are 
populated in the trappopulated in the trap

•  Due to the high diluteness atoms in the same hyperfineDue to the high diluteness atoms in the same hyperfine
      state do not interact with one anotherstate do not interact with one another..
•  Atoms in different hyperfine states experience interactions Atoms in different hyperfine states experience interactions 
    only in s-wave.only in s-wave.    



  

Effective Hamiltonian of an atom-atom system

E∆
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e z n zV J I Bγ γ= −



  

One open channel with one resonant bound state
(s-wave scattering)



  

Evidence for fermionic Evidence for fermionic 
superfluidity: vortices!superfluidity: vortices!

M.W. Zwierlein et al., 
Nature, 435, 1047 (2005)

6system of fermionic   atomsLi
Feshbach resonance: Feshbach resonance: 

B=834GB=834G

BEC side:
a>0

BCS side:
a<0

UNITARY REGIMEUNITARY REGIME



  

   Dilute atomic Fermi gasesDilute atomic Fermi gases                     TTc c 1010-12-12  –– 1010-9 eVeV  

      Liquid  Liquid  33HeHe                                                                                     TTc c     1010-7-7 eV eV

      Metals, composite materialsMetals, composite materials               TTcc  1010-3 -3 – 10– 10-2-2 eV eV
  
      Nuclei, neutron starsNuclei, neutron stars                                             TTcc  101055 – –  101066 eV eV

•      QCD color superconductivityQCD color superconductivity               TTcc  10107 7 – 10– 108 8 eV eV 

Superconductivity and superfluidity Superconductivity and superfluidity 
in Fermi systemsin Fermi systems

 units (1 eV units (1 eV   101044 K) K)  

20 orders of magnitude over a century of (low temperature) physics20 orders of magnitude over a century of (low temperature) physics



  

DeviationDeviation  fromfrom Normal Fermi  Normal Fermi GasGas

Bogoliubov-Anderson  phononsBogoliubov-Anderson  phonons
and quasiparticle contributionand quasiparticle contribution
(d(dashedashed lin linee ) )  

Bogoliubov-Anderson phonons Bogoliubov-Anderson phonons 
contribution only (contribution only (dotted linedotted line))

Quasi-particle contribution onlyQuasi-particle contribution only  
(d(dottedotted line) line)

a =  a =  ±∞±∞

Normal Fermi Gas
(with vertical offset, solid line)(with vertical offset, solid line)



From a talk given by C. Salomon, June 2nd,  2010, Saclay
S. Nascimbene et al. Nature 463, 1057 (2010)
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Entropy as a function of energy (relative to the ground state) 
for the unitary Fermi gas in the harmonic trap. 

Comparison with experiment Comparison with experiment 
John Thomas’ group at Duke University,

L.Luo, et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 080402, (2007)

THEORY

Theory:

EXP.

Ratio of the mean square cloud size at B=1200G to 
its value at unitarity (B=840G) as a function of
 the energy. Experimental data are denoted
by point with error bars.

THEORY
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Superfluidity in ultra cold atomic gasSuperfluidity in ultra cold atomic gas

Eagles (1960), Leggett (1980), Nozieres and Schmitt-Rink (1985), 
Randeria et al. (1993),…

If a<0 at T=0 a Fermi system is a BCS superfluid

If |a|=∞ and nr0
3<<1 a Fermi system is strongly coupled and its properties 

are universal (unitary regime). Carlson et al. PRL 91, 050401 (2003)

If a>0 (a>>r0)   and na3<<1  the system is a dilute  BEC of tightly bound dimers
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Results in the vicinity
of the unitary limit:
-Critical temperature
-Pairing gap at T=0

Bulgac, Drut, Magierski, PRA78, 023625(2008)Bulgac, Drut, Magierski, PRA78, 023625(2008)

Note that 
- at unitarity:  

- for atomic nucleus:

/ 0.5Fε∆ ≈
/ 0.03Fε∆ ≈

At unitarity:

BCS theory predicts:

( 0) 1.7CT T∆ = ≈

( 0) 3.3CT T∆ = ≈
This is NOT a BCS superfluid!This is NOT a BCS superfluid!



  

Nature of the superfluid-normal phase transition in the vicinity Nature of the superfluid-normal phase transition in the vicinity 
of the unitary regimeof the unitary regime



  

Pairing gap and pseudogap
Outside the BCS regime close to the unitary limit, but still before BEC, 
superconductivity/superfluidity emerge out of a very exotic, non-Fermi

liquid normal state

pseudogap

order parameter

The onset of superconductivity  occursThe onset of superconductivity  occurs
  in the presence of fermionic pairs!in the presence of fermionic pairs!

0.15(1)C FT ε=

*T
Monte Carlo calculations

at the unitary regime



  
F

Superfluid phase
         Paired fermions                    Condensed bosons       

Pseudogap phase

Noncondensed bosons + fermions

Crossover re
gion

Normal Fermi gas

Tc

Monte Carlo 
uncertainties 

Gap in the single particle fermionic spectrum from MC calcs.

[ε  ]F

P. Magierski, G. Wlazłowski, A.Bulgac to be published



  

Unitary Fermi gas as a high-Tc superconductorUnitary Fermi gas as a high-Tc superconductor
The situation in the ultracold atomic gases is somewhat similar to this 
encountered in high-temperature superconductors. 
Despite of crucial differences between these two physical systems it seems 
as they share at least one common feature - the presence of the pseudogap 
phase.

Fermions are correlated but the long range is lost



  

Generation and dynamics of superfluid vortices of exotic topologiesGeneration and dynamics of superfluid vortices of exotic topologies



Density cut through a stirred unitary Fermi gas at various times.



Profile of the pairing gap of a stirred unitary Fermi gas at various times.



Exotic vortex topologies: dynamics of vortex rings
Heavy spherical object moving through the superfluid unitary Fermi gas



Applications to unitary gas and nuclei and how all this was 
implemented on JaguarPf (the largest supercomputer in the world) 
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